
 
 

 

WHAT’S ON 

AUTISM FRIENDLY HOURS 

17 NOVEMBER 2019 

CLEVER CAMOUFLAGE 
When: 10:00am 

Where: The Hive, Floor 1 

Duration: 30 minutes 

Suitability: Learning age 7 years and under 

Activity: Investigate how different animals hide in the wild using 'clever' camouflage. Camouflage your 

very own moth to help it survive in a new environment.      

What to Expect: The presenter leading the workshop will welcome you and other participants to the 
workshop and introduce themselves and the topic. You will have the chance to make a paper moth using 
a pre-made template and sellotape and a paper straw. You can then colour in your moth using coloured 
pencils to give it camouflage. Our presenter will be using a furry puppet bird to help explain why moths 
needs to hide from other animals and how they can do this using camouflage. You can take your paper 
moth home with you. 
 

Land Yachts 
When: 09:30am 

Where: The Studio, Floor 2 

Duration: This is a drop in session so feel free to arrive and leave any time between 09:30am and 

11:00am 

Suitability: Learning age 7 years and over. 

Activity: Drop in to design, build and race a model yacht. This is a marathon not a sprint! How far can 

your creation travel? 

What to Expect: A Science Communicator will be waiting at the studio on floor 2 to welcome you.  They 

will talk to you about land yachts and how they work. They will show you the Lego you can use to build a 

model land yacht.  You can build a land yacht at your own pace.  You will have the chance to test the 



 
 

 

land yacht with a fan to see how well it travels.  You can make adaptions and try it again. 

 

DIY Detectives 

When: 10:30am 

Where: The Live Lab, Floor 3 

Duration: 30 minutes 

Suitability: Learning age 8 years and over.  

Activity: Join us in our Live Lab where we will be trying to crack the case of the missing cake. Explore 

the world of forensic science to help us solve the crime! This is a presenter led activity where participants 

will be asked to follow instructions and complete tasks at their tables. 

What to Expect: This workshop is a sign up workshop so anyone wanting to take part should write their 

name on the signup sheet at the Live Lab area in the middle of floor 3. 

The presenter will be waiting at the workshop area 5 minutes before the start time to welcome the 

participants. The presenter will ask you your name and tick it off on their list.  

The Presenter will ask you to choose a seat and will talk you through a cake theft scenario, to introduce 

forensic science and its uses. 

Each participant will get a pencil and their own postcard and will be asked to take notes on each 

‘suspect’ as the presenter talks through the case. 

The participants will be asked to compare ‘DNA strands’, which are lengths of coloured beads, two of 

which ‘match’ the strand taken from ‘the crime scene’. 

They will then be asked to investigate their own fingerprints by ‘lifting’ them using an oil based ink pad 

and their post cards. 

Then they will compare a print from ‘the crime scene’ against one from each suspect and they will be 

asked to discuss their findings and reveal who they think ‘stole the cake’. 

  



 
 

 

 

The Pure Random Science Show 
When: 11:00am 

Where: Science Show Theatre, Floor 1 

Duration: 30 minutes 

Suitability: Family groups 

Activity: In the Pure Random Science Show, the Wheel of Fortune decides what experiments our 

scientists do. Be thrilled by spectacular science demos! There may be giant fire tornadoes; there could 

be an indoor cloud or maybe even some dancing fire - who knows? It’s just Pure Random! 

What to Expect: "Our team will be waiting at the doors to the Science Show theatre 5 minutes before 

the advertised start time, until 5 minutes afterwards. At 11:05 we'll close the doors to start the show. If 

you want to leave at any time during the show, this is absolutely fine.  

We will have some ear defenders we can give you to use during the show if you need them.  

On your seat there will be a small piece of paper, you will need this during the show so hold on to it.  

One of our presenters will come down to the front to introduce themselves, and their back up presenter, 

and tell you a little bit about the theatre.  

The presenter will explain how the show works, they will spin the wheel and when it lands on a number 

they will need you to tell them what demonstration to do by matching the number to one on the piece of 

paper you have.  

They will perform 8 demonstrations throughout the show, and will explain clearly what is going to happen 

in each of them, including telling you if there will be any sudden or loud noises.  

After all have taken place, the presenters will open the doors to end the show. 

 

  



 
 

 

Space Explorers 
When: 11:00am 

Where: The Planetarium, Floor 1 

Duration: 35 minutes 

Suitability: Learning age 7 years and under 

Activity: The perfect show for younger visitors to our new digital planetarium. Explore the night sky and 

take a trip to the Moon before flying through the solar system to see a planet up close. 

What to Expect: Our team will be waiting at the doors to the Planetarium to check your ticket from 5 

minutes before the advertised start time, until 5 minutes afterwards.  

At 11:05 we'll close the doors to start the show. If you want to leave at any time during the show, this is 

absolutely fine. 

One of our presenters will come down to the front to introduce themselves, and their back up presenter, 

and tell you a little bit about the Planetarium. Our presenter will start to bring the lights down to mimic the 

sky above Glasgow at 11pm that night.  

They will ask you to close your eyes, bring the lights all the way down, and show you what the sky would 

look like if we could turn off the streetlights in Glasgow.  

Using our Planetarium software, our presenter will tell you how to spot a star, find the North Star, and 

find some constellations.  

After you have done some stargazing, our presenter will use the Planetarium to make you feel like you're 

leaving the Earth behind (you're not, don't worry!), to find out how we get the phases of the Moon.  

From the Moon, you'll be given the chance to vote for one planet to see out of our presenter's favourites, 

and find out a little about it. 

Finally, the Planetarium will make you feel like you're returning to Earth, before we bring the lights up 

gently and open the doors. 


